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The mission of Diaspora Vibe Cultural Arts 
Incubator, Inc.  is to promote, nurture and cultivate 
the vision and diverse talents of emerging artists 
from the Caribbean and Latin Diaspora through 
our exhibition programs, artist-in-residence pro-
grams, international exchange programs and 
educational and outreach activities that celebrate 
Miami-Dade’s rich cultural and social fabric.  



                                                                                            

         
      

Transnational Diasporan Art

Alex Pierre PhD 

After the successful 2015 Alternate Currents international cultural exchange (ICE) in Guadeloupe, in spring 2017, DVCAI returned to the island to expand on the experience, as 

is their custom. Titled Transculture, the ICE translated an intentional pursuit of intra Diasporan engagement. The Miami-based collective set four measurable goals; 1) reconnect with the 

ARTOCARPE artists; 2) better acquaint themselves with the Guadeloupean landscape at the intersection of history and culture; 3) engage other local artists and art stakeholders; and 4) 

increase the dialogue with the public.

The conversations with ARTOCARPE were designed as a midterm assessment of the overall project. Kelly Sinnapah Mary reported on her participation in the “Field Notes: Ex-

tracts” exhibit held at the Museum of Contemporary African Diaspora Arts (MoCADA), in 2015. Joëlle Ferly discussed her presence at the “Tilting Axis 2: Caribbean Strategies” confer-

ence held at the Perez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) in 2016. She was on a panel addressing artists’ movement and mobility with Surinamese Marcel Pinas, founder of Tembe Art Studio. 

François Piquet presented on his “Carte Blanche An VI: Réparations” exhibit held in December 2016 by the Musée Schoelcher at the Fonds d’Art Contemporain, in St-Claude. He also 

discussed his latest series entitled “Les Archipels du Moi.” 

DVCAI members visited several sites of historical and cultural relevance. They comprise the Petit Canal Marches des esclaves, the Sainte-Marguerite, Moule, slave burial ground, 

and the Boulevard des héros in Abymes. All three honor the resilience of the enslaved Africans, their contribution to the economic development of the island and France, as well their heroic 

resistance to slavery and the slave trade.

New artists were invited in the conversation including plastician and graffiti artist Ronald Cyrille, Minia Biabiany who lives between Mexico and Guadeloupe, as well as painter, 

curator and founder of the Art Bémao fair Jean-Marc Hunt. 

The Caribbean Center of Expressions and Memory of Slavery and the Slave Trade (MACTe) was the institutional partner of choice this year. In addition to the permanent collection, 

DVCAI artists viewed the temporary exhibit entitled “Échos Imprévus-Turning Tides” showcasing twenty-six local and international artists. Many of the Guadeloupeans who participated 

in the DVCAI-ARTOCARPE 2015 ICE Joëlle Ferly, Kelly Sinnapah Mary, François Piquet, Joël Nankin, Guy Gabon, and the 2017 participant Jean-Marc Hunt, had their work on display. 

The show stressed further the flows and counterflows that characterize Diasporan relations, and brought DVCAI’s goals full circle.  “Échos” took its inspiration from the key ideas 

in Édouard Glissant’s concept of archipelago-thinking. It is significant that in 2015, the PAMM organized an exhibit titled Poetics of Relation, the very title of the Martiniquan essayist’s 

influential book. The communication and circulation of native paradigms in the Caribbean Basin was brought to bear. 

Conclusion

The 2017 exchange is an example of transnational diaspora in the making. Here is an architype of interconnection between communities on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean and 

Caribbean Sea that supplements the movement between Africa and its diasporas. DVCAI continues to daringly break new ground and forge ahead.



Le Moule, Guadeloupe.
Welcoming dinner with host Atists
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Studios/Artists visits 
and exhibitions

Minia Biabiany

Ronald Cyrille
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Lucheon and studio visit hosted by
Kelly Sinnapah-Mary
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Presentations from members of 
The ICE 2017 group. Hosted by The 
Guadeloupe Chamber of
Commerce. Topics ranging from 
art collaborations to trademarking, 
copyrighting and branding.

Top Left. Rosie Gordon-Wallace
Lower left. Vincent Scatliffe
Top Right. Onajide Shabaka

Opposite page: Memorial ACTe
Museum. 
Onsite installation. 
Artist, Guy Gabon
Photos. Roy Wallace





Memorial ACTe
Femme artiste (une Révolution du regard) MACTe
Kelly Sinnapah-Mary, Jacquenette Arnette, Minia Biabiany, Aisha Tandiwe-Bell, Guy Gabon, Alex 
Pierre, Rosie Gordon-Wallace, Rosa Naday-Gramendia, Stephanie Melyon-Reinette, Anna Meier. Photo. Roy Wallace



Archeological Museum of 
GuadeloupePhotos. Roy Wallace
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  ARTISTS

MOISES ARAGON
GUY GABON
JACQUENETTE ARNETTE
ANNA MEIER
RONALD CYRIL
ROSA NADAY-GARMENDIA
IZIA LINDSAY
KURT NAHAR
ONAJIDE SHABAKA
AISHA TANDIWE-BELL
MINIA BIABIANY



Top right: Maceta handkerchiefs
11 x 11 Embroidery on dotted swiss fabric
Bottom right: Yellow Between
24 x 36 Acrylic, ink on cotton fabric



Guy Gabon

My work of creation is an individual poetic and political act that I have cho-
sen to focus on the issues - political, social and ecological - of today’s society 
by appealing to emotion to engage audiences.

My work is resolutely multi-disciplinary and trans disciplinary. It leads 
me to imagine and implement multiform artistic and environmental experi-
ments based on land art, design, animated image, still image, graffiti, invert-
ed graffiti.

I chose Land Art to establish a dialogue with nature beautiful, strange, 
threatening, threatened. When I walk, I go to the source, I re [source], she 
speaks to me, I borrowed her elements to create. I just leave a footprint for 
a conversation with nature. The public becomes the attentive audience of a 
dialogue without words, just the poetry of the elements is felt.



Le réchauffement climatique en art concret. Installation at Le Mémorial ACTe Guadeloupe



Queen of the savages
Mixed media 



La Vultura
Mixed media/performance



Ronald Cyrille

Young Guadeloupe artist, it is at the Caribbean Campus of the Arts of Marti-

nique that I obtain my Master II in 2012. Born of a Dominican mother and a 

Guadeloupean father, it is on my mother’s native island I grew up from my eight 

months until I was nine.

Surreality is one of the key concepts that I propose in my works in a form of 

free figuration, which is itself worked by my views on contemporary society, but 

also by questioning what seems to undermine me or even animate me. I then 

question the place of remembrance, the place of my childhood. These places of 

memory then become matter to nourish my imagination and leave me a freedom 

of speculation on my own obsessions.

Freedom



Warning this may trigger debate. Humberto Ochoa

Rituals of Commeration
Photo by Humberto Ochoa



Izia Lindsay is a Graduate Student and Teaching Assistant at the University of 
Miami. Currently he is pursing an MFA in Multimedia. Over the past few years he 
has worked with a number of communities both in the Caribbean and in the 
United States as a muralist and has led several mural projects. These murals are 
located in the Wynwood Arts District Miami, the University of the West Indies 
Trinidad and Tobago, and South Miami.	

	
Top:  “Reach”
Opposite Page: UWI Mural





We Americans
Mix Media Collage and drawings



Top left. The discovery of the Akurijo n. !
Bottom left. The discovery of the Akurijo n. 2



Images:
“Stripes, scars, bars and bullseye”
Oppsite page
Fragments and artifacts





Minia Biabiany

Born in 1988, Basse Terre, Guadeloupe (French West Indies) 

Works and lives in Mexico

Place, in the meaning of a space with its own identity, is a recepta-

cle. During the five last years I have slowly seen my work coming 

to question place using drawing and my vocabulary of forms with 

thread, weft and fabric. I have been questioning precise gestures 

or actions such as enveloping, covering, protecting, and containing 

which led me to fields of architecture, structure and mapping terri-

tories. The passage between notions of “interior” and “exterior” is 

also a recurrent issue in my practice.

Some of my installations are made up of site specific wall drawings 

and clay sculptures. The specificity of the site is determinant: the 

parameters of the space, its form, its materials and all different scale 

components, its composition.



Top:  blue spelling
Top left:  the unity is submarine 
Bottom left:  doubout’





Kelly Sinnapah Mary 

Born in 1981 in Guadeloupe, Sinnapah Mary Kelly 
is a graduate of the Faculty of visual Arts in Tou-
louse. In 2011, she exhibited a surprising series of 
painting on bed sheets entitled “Substitute” for 
the exhibition “Oeuvres récentes” at Atelier Cilaos 
Guadeloupe. The same year, she makes an installa-
tion as part of the “Carte Blanche II” exhibition to 
the Schoelcher Museum of Guadeloupe. It is with 
the installation “Vagina”, on the theme of violence 
against women, that she produces, in 2012, her 
first solo exhibition at T&T gallery Guadeloupe that 
brings her successively to Martinique, New York, 
Miami, Washington and Paris

Opposite Page.
Hotmilk: Color Photography and Infography. 2017
Top. 
Cahier Dún mon-retour au pays macal.
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